
Combined Classi�ation of Handwritten Digitsusing the `Virtual Test Sample Method'J�org Dahmen, Daniel Keysers, and Hermann NeyLehrstuhl f�ur Informatik VI, Computer Siene DepartmentRWTH Aahen - University of TehnologyD-52056 Aahen, Germanyfdahmen, keysers, neyg�informatik.rwth-aahen.deAbstrat. In this paper, we present a ombined lassi�ation approahalled the `virtual test sample method'. Contrary to lassi�er ombina-tion, where the outputs of a number of lassi�ers are used to ome toa ombined deision for a given observation, we use multiple instanesgenerated from the original observation and a single lassi�er to omputea ombined deision. In our experiments, the virtual test sample methodis used to improve the performane of a statistial lassi�er based onGaussian mixture densities. We show that this approah has some desir-able theoretial properties and performs very well, espeially when om-bined with the use of invariant distane measures. In the experimentsonduted throughout this work, we obtained an exellent error rate of2.2% on the original US Postal Servie task.1 IntrodutionIn this paper, we present a ombined lassi�ation approah alled the `virtualtest sample method' (VTS), whih is based on the idea of using a single lassi�erto lassify a set of observations whih are known to belong to the same lass. Thisapproah is somewhat ontrary to the ommon idea of lassi�er ombination,where the outputs of di�erent lassi�ers are ombined to ome to a �nal deisionfor a given observation. In our approah, a number of instanes is reated fromthe original observation using prior knowledge about the lassi�ation task. Forexample, in handwritten digit reognition, invariane to image shifts and otheraÆne transformations plays an important role. Thus, VTS an be onsidered aounterpart of the ommon reation of virtual training data (`perturbation ofthe training data'). In the experiments, it is used to improve the performane ofa Bayesian lassi�er based on Gaussian mixture densities. We show that usingVTS not only yields state-of-the-art results on the well known US Postal Serviehandwritten digit reognition task (USPS), but that it also has some desirabletheoretial properties.In the next setion, we desribe the US Postal Servie database used in ourexperiments and present some state-of-the-art results that were reported on thisdatabase in the last years. In Setion 3, we briey disuss the idea of lassi�erombination and one partiular lassi�er ombination sheme, namely the verypopular sum rule. In Setion 4, the VTS method is presented and its theoretial



Table 1. Results reported on USPS.Author Method Error [%℄Simard+ 1993 Human Performane 2.5Vapnik 1995 Deision Tree C4.5 16.2Freund & Shapire 1996 AdaBoost & Nearest Neighbour �6.4Simard+ 1998 Five-Layer Neural Net 4.2Sh�olkopf 1997 Support Vetors 4.0Sh�olkopf+ 1998 Invariant Support Vetors 3.0Druker+ 1993 Boosted Neural Net �2.6Simard+ 1993 Tangent Distane & Nearest Neighbour �2.5This work: Gaussian Mixtures, Invarianes 2.2�: 2418 mahine printed digits were added to the training setproperties are disussed. In Setion 5, the statistial lassi�er we used in ourexperiments (in ombination with VTS) is desribed. In this ontext, we willalso disuss possibilities to inorporate invarianes into the lassi�er whih gobeyond the use of virtual test samples. This is done by reating virtual trainingdata and by using an invariant distane measure alled tangent distane, whihwas proposed by Simard in 1993 [14℄. After presenting some experimental resultsin Setion 6, the paper is ended by drawing some onlusions and giving anoutlook to future work in Setion 7.2 The US Postal Servie Task & Feature AnalysisThe USPS database (ftp://ftp.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/pub/bs/data/) is awell known handwritten digit reognition task. It ontains 7,291 training ex-amples and 2,007 test examples. The digits are isolated and represented as16�16 pixels sized graysale images (see Figure 1). Making use of `appearanebased pattern reognition', we interpret eah pixel as a feature in our experi-ments, resulting in 256-dimensional feature vetors. Beause of this rather high-dimensional feature spae, we optionally apply a linear disriminant analysis(LDA, [5℄) for feature redution. As the maximum number of features that anbe extrated by applying the LDA to a K-lass problem is K�1, we reate fourpseudolasses for eah USPS digit lass by training a mixture with four densitiesusing the algorithms desribed in Setion 5. Thus, the resulting feature vetorsare 39-dimensional [2℄. One of the advantages of USPS is that many reognition
Fig. 1. Example images taken from USPS.



results have been reported by various researh groups throughout the last years.Beause of that, a meaningful omparison of the di�erent lassi�ers is possible,with some results given in Tab. 1. Error rates marked with an asterisk wereobtained using a modi�ed USPS training set, whih { resulting in restritedomparability { was extended by adding 2,418 mahine printed digits.3 The Idea of Classi�er CombinationThe idea of lassi�er ombination the following: Given a partiular pattern reog-nition problem, the goal is usually to implement a system whih ahieves thebest possible reognition results on unseen data. Thus, in many ases, a varietyof pattern reognition approahes is evaluated and the one performing best ishosen to solve the task. Unfortunately { in that approah { all other systemsthat have been developed are useless. In opposite to this, the idea of lassi�erombination is to use all lassi�ers Cm;m = 1; :::;M for lassi�ation and toome to a �nal deision by ombining the outputs in a suitable way (p. Fig. 2).In the last years, many ombination approahes have been onsidered, amongthem the produt rule, the sum rule, or the median rule, where in some asesthe `vote' of a lassi�er is weighted aording to its performane on the train-ing set (i.e. boosting methods). Note that if suh ombination rules should bemeaningful, the outputs of the lassi�ers must be normalized. Thus, we assumethat - given the observation x 2 IRD - eah lassi�er Cm omputes posteriorprobabilities pm(kjx) for eah lass k = 1; :::;K, whih are normalized in thesense thatPKk=1 p(kjx) = 1. It should be noted that { for instane { the outputsof an arti�ial neural net approximate suh posterior probabilities [10℄, assumingthat a suÆient amount of training data is available. Thus, normalization omesfor free in many appliations.For a single lassi�er, the Bayesian deision rule an be used for lassi�ation:x 7! r(x) = argmaxk fp(kjx)g = argmaxk ( p(k) � p(xjk)PKk0=1 p(k0) � p(xjk0)) ; (1)where p(k) is the prior probability of lass k and p(xjk) is the lass onditionalprobability for the observation x given lass k. Note that the denominator ofEq. (1) is independent of k and an be negleted for lassi�ation purposes. Ifdi�erent lassi�ers Cm are available (omputing posterior probabilities pm(kjx))the �nal deision an { for instane { be obtained using the sum rulex 7! r(x) = argmaxk ( MXm=1 pm(kjx)) : (2)Although Eq. (2) is widely aepted to yield state-of-the-art results in manyappliations, Kittler assumed in his derivation of the sum rule that the pos-terior probabilities pm(kjx) omputed by the di�erent lassi�ers do not di�ermuh from the prior probabilities p(k) [9℄. In other words, the derivation of
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Fig. 2. Classi�er ombination (left) vs. the virtual test sample method (right).the sum rule for lassi�er ombination is based on the strong assumption thatthe features extrated from the data ontain no disriminatory information. In-terestingly, Kittler also observed that the good performane of the sum ruleould possibly be explained by its error tolerane: Using the sum rule, errors inestimating the real (and therefore usually unknown) posterior probabilities aredampened, while for instane in the ase of the produt rule, these estimationerrors are ampli�ed [9℄.If no set of lassi�ers exists for ombination, tehniques like `bagging' [1℄or `boosting' [13℄ exist, whih generate a variety of lassi�ers using di�erentsubsets (bagging) respetively di�erently weighted versions of the training data(boosting) for training. Here, it is assumed that the lassi�ers are `instable', i.e.that modi�ations of the training set have a signi�ant impat on the resultinglassi�er. Otherwise, ombination of the resulting lassi�ers would be pointless.4 The Virtual Test Sample MethodThe basi idea of the virtual test sample method is to reate a number of `vir-tual test samples' starting from the original observation, to lassify eah of theseseparately using a single lassi�er C and to suitably ombine these deisions toa �nal deision for the original observation (p. Fig. 2). In handwritten digitreognition, invariane to aÆne transformations is usually desired, but gener-ally speaking all transformations respeting lass membership an be onsid-ered here. Thus, given the observation x, we an reate virtual test samplesx(�) = t(x; �); � 2M; with M = jMj, where t(x; �) is a transformation withparameters � 2 IRL. In the experiments, �1 pixel shifts were applied, i.e.M = 9(eight shifts and the original image). As an image annot be shifted into di�erentdiretions at the same time, the resulting `events' x(�); � 2 M an be regardedas being mutually exlusive and a �nal deision an be omputed as follows:x 7�! r(x) = argmaxk fp(kjx)g



= argmaxk (X�2M p(k; �jx))= argmaxk (X�2M p(�jx) � p(kjx; �))model= argmaxk (X�2M p(�) � p(kjx(�))) (3)Here, the simultaneous ourrene of an observation x and a parameter vetor� 2 IRL is modeled by the virtual test sample x(�), i.e. by applying the respetivetransformation to the observation. Furthermore, � is assumed to be independentof x. Thus, to ome to a �nal deision for the original observation, we only haveto add the posterior probabilities p(kjx(�)), weighted with the prior probabilitiesp(�) of the transformation parameters. In the experiments onduted throughoutthis work - if nothing else is said - these transformation parameters are assumedto be uniformly distributed. Thus, the prior probabilities p(�) an be negletedfor lassi�ation purposes and Eq. (3) redues tox 7�! r(x) = argmaxk (X�2M p(kjx(�))) (4)The only assumption needed here is the mutual exlusiveness of the virtual testsamples. As eah of these is the result of applying a unique transformation to thegiven observation, this assumption seems reasonable. This `virtual test samplemethod' has a number of desirable properties:Computational Complexity:The omputational omplexity of the VTS reognition step is the same as thatof lassi�er ombination. Yet, only one lassi�er has to be trained in the VTStraining phase, whih is espeially important for statistial lassi�ers, where thetraining step is omputationally expensive in many ases.Theoretial Basis:In ontrast to the derivation of the sum rule in the framework of lassi�er om-bination, VTS sum rule is straightforward to derive, with the assumption ofmutual exlusiveness of the x(�) sounding reasonable.Inreased Transformation Tolerane/ Invariane:Obviously, invariane properties with respet to the transformations used forvirtual test data reation are inorporated into the lassi�er.Ease of Implementation & E�etiveness:Assuming a suitable normalization of the lassi�er's output, VTS is very sim-ple to embed into an existing lassi�er. Furthermore, using VTS signi�antlyredued the error rates in the experiments onduted throughout this work. Forreal-time appliations, VTS is straightforward to parallelize (just like lassi�erombination), as it is inherently parallel.



Appliable together with Classi�er Combination:In priniple, VTS and lassi�er ombination an be used at the same time. Doingso, our best VTS result ould in fat be slightly improved (p. Setion 7).Inorporation of Prior Knowledge about Transformation Probabilities:Finally, it is possible to inorporate prior knowledge into VTS lassi�ation viaan appropriate hoie of the probabilities p(�) (our model) respetively p(�jx).For instane, in a statistial framework as the one presented in the next setion,these probabilities ould be learned from the training data.5 The Statistial Classi�erIn this setion, we desribe the statistial lassi�er whih we used in ombi-nation with the VTS method in our experiments. To lassify an observationx 2 IRD, we use the Bayesian deision rule as given in Eq. (1), whih is knownto minimize the number of expeted lassi�ation errors in the ase that thetrue distributions p(k) and p(xjk) are known. Naturally, as these are unknownin most pratial appliations, we have to hoose models for them and learn therespetive parameters using the training data. In the experiments, we hoosep(k) = 1K ; k = 1; :::;K, and model the lass onditional probabilities p(xjk)using Gaussian mixture densities (GMD) (see Eq. (6)) respetively Gaussiankernel densities (GKD). In order to keep the number of free model parame-ters small (and thus allow for reliable parameter estimation), we make use of aglobally pooled ovariane matrix� = KXk=1 IkXi=1 NkiN ��ki; (5)where �ki is the ovariane matrix of omponent density i of lass k and Nki isthe number of observations that are assigned to that partiular density. Thus,we obtain the following expression for the lass onditional probabilities:p(xjk)= IkXi=1 ki � N (xj�ki ; �); (6)where Ik is the number of omponent densities used to model lass k, ki areweight oeÆients (with ki > 0 and PIki=1 ki = 1, whih is neessary to ensurethat p(xjk) is a probability density funtion) and �ki is the mean vetor ofomponent density i of lass k. Furthermore, we only use a diagonal ovarianematrix, i.e. a variane vetor. Note that this does not lead to a loss of information,sine a Gaussian mixture of that form an still approximate any density funtionwith arbitrary preision. Maximum likelihood parameter estimation is now doneusing the Expetation-Maximization algorithm [3℄. Conerning Gaussian kerneldensities it should be pointed out that these an be regarded an extreme ase ofa Gaussian mixture, where eah referene sample xn de�nes a Gaussian normaldistribution N (xjxn; �) [8℄.



Note that the approah presented above is only invariant with respet totransformations that are present in the training data. In the following, we there-fore briey desribe two possibilities to enhane the invariane properties of thestatistial lassi�er that go beyond the usage of VTS.5.1 Creation of Virtual Training DataA typial drawbak of statistial lassi�ers is their need for a large amount oftraining data, whih is not always available. A ommon solution for this problemis the reation of virtual training data. Here, just like for the VTS method, �1pixel shifts were hosen, resulting in 9 � 7,291=65,619 referene samples.5.2 Inorporating Invariant Distane MeasuresAnother way to inorporate invarianes is to use invariant probability densityfuntions or - equivalently - invariant distane measures [7℄. Here, we hoose tan-gent distane (TD), whih proved to be espeially e�etive for optial haraterreognition. In [14℄, the authors observed that reasonably small transformationsof ertain objets (like digits) do not a�et lass membership. Simple distanemeasures like Eulidean or Mahalanobis distane do not aount for this and arevery sensitive to transformations like translations or rotations. When an image xof size I�J is transformed (e.g. saled and rotated) with a transformation t(x; �)whih depends on L parameters � 2 IRL (e.g. the saling fator and the rotationangle), the set of all transformed images Mx = ft(x; �) : � 2 IRLg � IRI�J isa manifold of at most L dimensions. The distane between two images an nowbe de�ned as the minimum distane between their aording manifolds, beingtruly invariant with respet to the L transformations regarded. Unfortunately,omputation of this distane is a hard optimization problem and the manifoldsneeded have no analyti expression in general. Therefore, small transformationsof an image x are approximated by a tangent subspae M̂x to the manifold Mxat the point x. Those transformations an be obtained by adding to x a linearombination of the vetors xl; l = 1; :::; L that span the tangent subspae. Thus,we obtain as a �rst-order approximation of Mx:M̂x = (x+ LXl=1 �l � xl : � 2 IRL) � IRI�J (7)Now, the single sided TD DT (x; �) between two images x and � is de�ned asDT (x; �) = min� (kx+ LXl=1 �l � xl � �k2) (8)The tangent vetors xl an be omputed using �nite di�erenes between theoriginal image x and a small transformation of x [14℄. Furthermore, a doublesided TD an also be de�ned by approximatingMx andM�. In the experiments,we omputed seven tangent vetors for translations (2), rotation, saling, axis



116 1 2 12 4 21 2 1Fig. 3. Prior probabilities p(�) hosen for image shifts in the experiments. For example,the prior probability for the original (i.e. unhanged) image is (4=16) = 0:25.deformations (2) and line thikness as proposed by Simard [14℄. Given that thetangent vetors are orthogonal, Eq. (8) an be solved eÆiently by omputingDT (x; �) = kx� �k2 � LXl=1 [(x� �)t � xl℄2kxlk2 (9)The ombination of TD with virtual data reation makes sense, as TD is onlyapproximately invariant with respet to the transformations onsidered. Thus,reating virtual training data yields a better approximation of the original mani-fold, as the virtual training images lie exatly on it.For the alulation of the Mahalanobis distane, the observation x and thereferenes �ki are replaed by the optimal tangent approximations x(�opt) re-spetively �ki(�opt) in the TD experiments. When alulating single sided TD,the tangents are applied on the side of the referenes. Note that TD an also beused to ompute a `tangent ovariane matrix', whih is de�ned as the empirialovariane matrix of all possible tangent approximations of the referenes [2℄.Further information on a probabilisti interpretation of TD is given in [7℄.6 ResultsThe experiments were started by applying the statistial approah desribed inSetion 5 to the high-dimensional USPS data, using di�erent ombinations ofvirtual training and test data. In Tab. 2, the notation `a-b' indiates that weinreased the number of training samples by a fator of a and that of the testsamples by a fator of b. Thus, b=9 indiates the use of VTS. As an be seen, VTSsigni�antly redues the error rate on USPS from 8.0% to 6.6% (without virtualtraining data) respetively from 6.4% to 6.0% (with virtual training data). Theseerror rates an be further redued by applying an LDA. Thus, the best error ratedereases from 6.0% to 3.4%, whih is mainly beause parameter estimation ismore reliable in this rather low-dimensional feature spae. Note that in this ase,applying VTS redued the 9-1 error rate from 4.5% to 3.4%, being a relativeimprovement of 24.4%. This error rate ould be slightly improved to 3.3% byassuming a Gaussian distribution for the prior probabilities p(�), resulting in thetemplate depited in Figure 3. As a key experiment, we boosted the statistiallassi�er based on 39 LDA features using AdaBoost.M1 [6℄ for M = 10. Indeed,we were able to redue the 9-1 error rate from 4.5% to 4.2%, yet VTS - byreduing the error rate from 4.5% to 3.4% - signi�antly outperformed AdaBooston this partiular dataset.In another experiment, we investigated on the use of TD in ombination withVTS. These experiments were performed in the high-dimensional feature spae



Table 2. USPS results for Mahalanobis/ tangent distane, with/ without LDA.Method: Error rate [%℄1-1 1-9 9-1 9-9GMD, 8.0 6.6 6.4 6.0GMD, LDA, 6.7 5.9 4.5 3.4GMD, tangent distane 3.9 3.6 3.4 2.9GKD, tangent distane 3.0 2.6 2.5 2.4(no LDA), as TD in its basi form is de�ned on images (although it an alsobe de�ned on arbitrary feature spaes, where the tangent vetors are learnedfrom the data itself [7℄). Using single sided TD, the best error rate ould beredued from 3.4% for the LDA based statistial lassi�er to 2.9% (using singlesided TD and about 1,000 normal distributions per lass). This error rate ouldbe further redued to 2.7% by using double sided TD. Replaing the mixturedensity approah by kernel densities, the VTS error rate was redued to 2.4%. Inthese experiments, standard deviations were used instead of diagonal ovarianematries. Finally, by ombining the outputs of �ve VTS based kernel densitylassi�ers (using di�erent norms in the distane alulations and di�erent kindsof training data multipliation), the error rate ould be further redued to 2.2%.To make sure that these good results are not the result of over�tting, we alsoapplied our best kernel density based USPS lassi�er (error rate 2.4%) to thewell known MNIST task without further parameter tuning, obtaining a state-of-the-art result of 1.0% (1.3% without VTS). Although this result is not thebest known on MNIST (the best error rate of 0.7% was reported by Drukerin [4℄), it shows that the algorithms presented here generalize well.7 Conlusions & OutlookIn this paper, we presented a ombined lassi�ation approah alled the `virtualtest sample method', whih is based on using a single lassi�er in ombinationwith arti�ially reated test samples. Thus, it an be regarded as a ounterpartto the reation of virtual training data, whih is a ommon approah in patternreognition. We showed that the proposed method is straightforward to justifyand has some desirable properties, among them the possible inorporation ofprior knowledge and the fat that only a single lassi�er has to be trained. Inour experiments, the approah was used to improve the performane of a statis-tial lassi�er based on the use of Gaussian mixture densities in the ontext ofthe Bayesian deision rule. The results obtained on the well known US PostalServie task are state-of-the-art, espeially when the virtual test sample methodis ombined with the inorporation of invarianes into the lassi�er, whih wasdone by using Simard's tangent distane and resulted in an error rate of 2.2%.Finally, the approah seems to generalize well, as a state-of-the-art error rateof 1.0% was also obtained on the MNIST handwritten digit task. Besides devel-oping better models for the probabilities p(�) respetively p(�jx) onsidered inthe virtual test sample method, future work will also inlude investigating itse�etiveness in other pattern reognition domains.
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